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BEST   INTERNATIONAL   WRESTLING   EXCHANGE 

 

 

BULGARIA - GREECE –FRANCE 

Sofia –Thessaloniki-  Athens - Paris 

 

OLYMPIC TOUR 

 

                            
 

1
st
 Day -- Flight from NY 

 

2
nd 

- 3
rd

   Day Sofia (training +competition in FILA Center / sightseeing ) 

 

4-5 day --- Thesaloniki (training+ competition / sightseeing ) 

 

6-7-8-9-10--- Athens (training+competition/one day Aegina island by boat ) 

 

11 – Paris - sightseeing 

 

12 – Flight home 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

1
st
 day – flight from USA to Bulgaria 

…………………………………………………………………………… 

2
nd

 and 3
rd

  day – in Sofia - Bulgaria 

Sofia is the capital and largest city of Bulgaria. Sofia is located at the foot of Mount Vitosha in the western part of the 

country. It occupies a strategic position at the centre of the Balkan Peninsula. Sofia's history spans 2,400 years. Its 

ancient name Serdica derives from the local Celtic tribe of the Serdi who established the town in the 5th century BC. 

It remained a relatively small settlement until 1879, when it was declared the capital of Bulgaria. Sofia is the 15th 

largest city in the European Union with a population of around 1.3 million people. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Capital_city
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_cities_and_towns_in_Bulgaria
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bulgaria
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vitosha
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Balkan_Peninsula
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Celts
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Serdi
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Largest_cities_of_the_European_Union_by_population_within_city_limits
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Largest_cities_of_the_European_Union_by_population_within_city_limits
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/European_Union
http://www.keytours.gr/tours/athens/athens_city_tour_acropolis_museum-19.html
http://www.inspirations-travel.co.za/greece-turkeycruise/
http://www.greece-tours.org/2011/04/two-days-delphi-and-olympia-private-tour-in-greece/


   

 

Sport program : 2 trainings per day and competition with the best Sofia’s  teams  in European FILA center 

   

Sightseeing in Rila Monastery  

   

 

The Monastery of Saint Ivan of Rila, better known as the Rila Monastery.  Rila Monastery is the largest and most 

famous Eastern Orthodox monastery in Bulgaria. It is situated in the southwestern Rila Mountains,  south of the 

capital Sofia in the deep valley of the Rilska River at an elevation of 1,147 m (3,763 ft) above sea level. The 

monastery is named after its founder, the hermit Ivan of Rila (876 - 946 AD). Founded in the 10th century, the 

Rila Monastery is regarded as one of Bulgaria's most important cultural, historical and architectural monuments and 

is a key tourist attraction for both Bulgaria and Southern Europe. 

 

 

4
th

 and 5
th

 Day 

THESSALONIKI – GREECE 

Sport program:  training +  competition with a local  Greek teams 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eastern_Orthodoxy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bulgaria
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rila
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sofia
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Rilska&action=edit&redlink=1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saint_Ivan_of_Rila
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Southern_Europe


  

  

 

Thessaloniki (520 km. north of Athens) is the second largest city of Greece and the most important centre of the area. 

Built near the sea at the back of the Thermaïkos Gulf, it is a modern metropolis bearing the marks of its 

stormy history and its cosmopolitan character, which give it a special beauty and charm.  

Landmark in Thessaloniki: The ancient forum dated to the late 2
nd

 or the early 3
rd

 century AD, The Triumphal Arch 

of Galerius (Kamara), built in AD 305 to commemorate his military successes in general in the eastern provinces of 

the Roman Empire; The byzantine walls of the city; The White Tower (15
th

 century), the hallmark of the city, 

The Old City (Ano Polis), traditional markets and etc. 

 

6-7-8-9-10
th

 days                                                                                                                                                       

ATHENS 

Training with local Greek teams + competition 

   



       

Athens is the historical capital of Europe, with a long history, dating from the first settlement in the Neolithic age. In 

the 5
th

 Century BC (the “Golden Age of Pericles”) – the culmination of Athens’ long, fascinating history – the city’s 

values and civilization acquired a universal significance. Over the years, a multitude of conquerors occupied Athens, 

and erected unique, splendid monuments - a rare historical palimpsest. In 1834, it became the capital of the 

modern Greek state and in two centuries since it has become an attractive modern metropolis with unrivalled charm. 

Landmarks: Temple of Olympian Zeus (6
th

 c. B.C.), Hadrian’s Arch (131 A.D.), which forms the symbolic entrance 

to the city, ancient Theatre of Dionysos, ACROPOLIS, Temple of the Athene Nike, Panathenaikon(Kallimarmaro) 

stadium, where the first Olympic Games in modern history were held (1896), Byzantine monuments, Monasteries, 

Temple of Poseidon (5
th

 c. B.C.) and etc. 

Accommodation in very city center – 4stars hotel at  Omonia Square, walking distance of most attractive places in 

Athens 

 

One day –   Cruise for Aegina Island 

The island of Aegina, in the middle of the Saronic Gulf, has been at the crossroads of cultures and rival actions for many thousands of years - 

from the mythical Aiakeans to the second world war. 
Aegina is like something out of a movie, picturesque houses, winding alleys, horses wearing brightly coloured tassels and pulling 
carriages, fertile plains, terraced hill-sides of olive trees and aquamarine water. Luckily, the island is large enough to maintain many places of 
refuge from the crowds and the intrepid explorer will be well rewarded. Despite its small area (83 square kilometres), it offers great variety and 
has no reason to feel jealous of other "cosmopolitan" islands. 

http://www.visitgreece.gr/en/main_cities/capital
http://www.visitgreece.gr/en/main_cities/travelling_through_history_at_the_center_of_athens


    

    

11
th

  day in PARIS 

 

Paris is the capital and most populous city of France. It is situated on the Seine River, in the north of the country, at 

the heart of the Île-de-France region. An important settlement for more than two millennia, by the late 12th century 

Paris had become a walled cathedral city that was one of Europe's foremost centries of learning and the arts and the 

largest city in the Western world until the turn of the 18th century. Centuries of cultural and political development 

have brought Paris a variety of museums, theatres, monuments and architectural styles. Many of its masterpieces such 

as the Louvre and the Arc de Triomphe are iconic buildings, especially its internationally recognized symbol, 

the Eiffel Tower. Long regarded as an international centre for the arts, works by history's most famous painters can be 

found in the Louvre, the Musée d'Orsay and its many other museums and galleries. Paris is a global hub of fashion 

and has been referred to as the "international capital of style".  

 

Landmarks: Eiffel Tower, Louvre Museum, Notre Dame Cathedral, Champs-Elysées, Sacré-Coeur, Arc de Triomphe, 

Place de la Concorde, Montmartre, Opéra de Paris Garnier, Hôtel des Invalides, Louvre Pyramid, Moulin Rouge, 

Galeries Lafayette, Galeries Lafayette 

 

 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/France
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seine
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C3%8Ele-de-France
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Regions_of_France
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cathedral
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Louvre
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arc_de_Triomphe
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eiffel_Tower
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Louvre
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mus%C3%A9e_d%27Orsay
http://www.aviewoncities.com/paris/eiffeltower.htm
http://www.aviewoncities.com/paris/louvre.htm
http://www.aviewoncities.com/paris/notredame.htm
http://www.aviewoncities.com/paris/champselysees.htm
http://www.aviewoncities.com/paris/sacrecoeur.htm
http://www.aviewoncities.com/paris/arcdetriomphe.htm
http://www.aviewoncities.com/paris/placedelaconcorde.htm
http://www.aviewoncities.com/paris/montmartre.htm
http://www.aviewoncities.com/paris/operagarnier.htm
http://www.aviewoncities.com/paris/invalides.htm
http://www.aviewoncities.com/paris/louvrepyramid.htm
http://www.aviewoncities.com/paris/moulinrouge.htm
http://www.aviewoncities.com/paris/galerieslafayette.htm
http://www.aviewoncities.com/paris/galerieslafayette.htm


 

 

Eiffel Tower                                                                                                                       Notre Dame Cathedral 

   
Sacré-Coeur 

 

                   12
th

 Day  Fly to USA 

GEORGE SPORT TOUR                                                                                                                                             

Agency for sport and cultural exchange                                                                                                                                   
phone +359 889 300980           fax =358 2 980 5801                                                                                     

gst@georgecamp.com,                   www.georgecamps.com 

http://www.aviewoncities.com/paris/eiffeltower.htm
http://www.aviewoncities.com/paris/notredame.htm
http://www.aviewoncities.com/paris/sacrecoeur.htm
mailto:gst@georgecamp.com
http://www.georgecamps.com/

